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UK’S NEW DRONE LAWS
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The new drone regulations are designed to align with the European Union Aviation 
Safety Agency (EASA) and build on the new Drone and Model Aircraft Registration 
Service in the UK. The main reason to do this is so that Europe as a whole are operating 
under the same standard rather than having different regulations in each country.

The new regulations and classifications are based around three basic concepts; Type 
of operation being conducted; Level of risk involved, and the Level of performance/
capabilities required.



OVERVIEW

This guide will tell you everything you need to know about the 
upcoming drone regulation changes including:

• The new classification system that comes into effect with the new drone laws
• The flight risk assessments changes that will come into effect
• What the new drone registration process looks like and what you will need to do to comply?
• What the new drone laws mean for you if you’re already a commercial pilot?
• How Coptrz can support you through the new drone regulation changes
• The new courses Coptrz will be providing to ensure that you are fully compliant with the drone  

regulation changes
• In short, there are four big changes which should make it easier to fly your drone as a Commercial  

or Non-Commercial Pilot.

The new system which was launched on 31st 
December 2020 means the drones themselves 
will be classified from C0 up to C4 dependent on 
requirements such as weight and capabilities of 
the drone.

Classification System

Secondly, the Flight Risk Assessments have 
changed and are now classified as Open, Specific 
or Certified based on the proximity of flying to 
people and the level of risk involved.

Flight Risk Assessments

Registration came into force on 1st October 
2019, a minor change requiring remote pilots to 
register their drone, display the ID on the drone 
and pay a small annual admin fee. An Operator 
ID is needed for the person or organisation 
that is responsible for the aircraft. A Flyer ID is 
required for anyone who intends to fly a drone.

Registration
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If you purchase an aircraft, and are the sole pilot flying that aircraft, 
you would require both an Operator ID and a Flyer ID.Single Pilot

If you purchase an aircraft for a company, or multiple pilots, then 
one person must register for both ID’s, and each pilot must hold a 
Flyer ID.

Multiple Pilots

OPERATOR ID

OPERATOR ID FLYER ID

FLYER ID

FLYER ID

FLYER ID
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CAA Approved Drone Training providers (RAE’s - Recognised Assessment Entities) will provide two main 
qualifications.

Training Providers

• A one-day CofC (Certificate of Competency) for operations within the OPEN category.
• GVC (General VLOS Certificate) which is used to apply for an Operational Authorisation (Similar to a 

PfCO) for operations within the SPECIFIC category

Operations of unmanned aircraft will fall into one of three categories as follows:

Operations that present a low 
(or no) risk to third parties. 

Operations are conducted in 
accordance with basic and 
pre-defined characteristics and 
are not subject to any further 
authorisation requirements 
from the Civil Aviation Authority 
(CAA). 

CAA application 
not required

None/A2 CofC

Has 3 subcategories that 
have different restrictions 
in place regarding craft, 
qualifications and distance

Allows you to fly with reduced 
limitations if not attainable in 
Open category

Passenger transportation/
dangerous goods

Requires CAA 
application

GVC

Requires CAA 
application

Equivalent requirements 
to manned aviation

Operations that present a 
greater risk than that of the 
Open category, or where one or 
more elements of the operation 
fall outside the boundaries of 
the Open category. Operations 
will require an operational 
authorisation from the 
CAA, based on a safety risk 
assessment.

Operations that present an 
equivalent risk to that of manned 
aviation and so will be subjected 
to the same regulatory regime 
(i.e., certification of the aircraft, 
certification of the operator, 
licensing of the pilot)

Open Category

Open Category Specific Category Certified Category

LOW RISK MEDIUM RISK HIGH RISK

Application 
Process

Qualification 
requirement

Specific Category Certified Category
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Open Category

• The maximum take-off mass of the unmanned aircraft must be less than 25kg 
• The unmanned aircraft must be operated within visual line of sight (VLOS) 
• The unmanned aircraft must not be flown further than 120 metres (400 feet) from the 

closest point of the surface of the earth.

All three of the above factors must apply for an Open category operation. If not, then the operation 
must be conducted under the requirements of the Specific category instead.

There are three subcategories within the Open category. Each subcategory contains operating 
limitations (i.e. equipment used/separation distances). The aircraft class determines which 
subcategory you can operate in.

Open category operations are bounded by three main factors:

Subcategories:

A1 A2 A3

Close to people and potential 
overflight

Close to people, no overflight Far from people, no overflight
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Fly over uninvolved 
people, but not over 

crowds

No closer than 30m 
Horizontally from 

uninvolved persons 
(5m in ‘low speed’ 

mode)

User Manual DMARES

User Manual DMARES

DMARES

DMARES + CofC

DMARES + CofC

C1

Privately built <250g

A1 Transitional <500g

A2 Transitional

Legacy <250g <19M/S

C2

CO

No intentional flight 
over uninvolved 

persons

No closer than 50m 
Horizontally from 

uninvolved persons

• The area you fall into is dependent on the class of aircraft
• There are no specific distance limitations here, but we should observe the 1:1 rule

• No overflight, but closer to people
• The A2 CofC is required to operate within this subcategory.
• Great benefits to operating within the A2 Subcategory, with a C2 aircraft.

A1

A2

Operating Area Aircraft Class Competency

Operating Area Aircraft Class Competency
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Registration requirements have changed since December 31st 2020 for aircraft less than <250g 
and may require registration. Further details can be found here:

below 250g - toy No No

below 250g - not a toy - no camera No No

below 250g - not a toy - with camera No Yes

250g and above Yes Yes

Weight Requirements

Flight Weight

ID Needed:

Flyer ID Operator ID

No uninvolved people 
present within the 

area of flight.

User Manual DMARES

C3

C4

Privately Built <25kg

Legacy <25kg

A3 Transitional >2 to 
<25kg

No flight within 
150m horizontally of 

congested areas*

• No overflight, and far away from people.
• The only formal training requirement is the DMARES
• Due to the low competency requirements, the separation distance is kept high to avoid risks

*Congested area = Residential, Commercial, Industrial, Recreational

A3

MORE INFO

Operating Area Aircraft Class Competency
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DRONE CLASSES IN OPEN 
CATEGORY

The primary factor to determine the class is weight, however there are other factors such as speed, and 
the construction of the product itself.

The new legislation for flight categories and classes began 31st December 2020, but it has been recognised 
that manufacturers will need time to create products that are compliant with the new standards set out in 
each of the classes. For any current aircraft, they will likely fall into the transitional class

With Automation No Automation

0

3

1

4

2
<250g

<25kg

<900g

<900g NO CE MARKING

LEGACY

<4kg

What class is my drone?

There are 5 drone classes in the Open Category, these range from C0 to C4, the drones 
themselves will need to have a European approved product certification (CE marking) to 
comply with the different categories.

<250g <500g <2kg >2 to <25kg
Legacy. Can be flown 

in the A1 including 
overflight

A1 Transitional A2 Transitional A3 Transitional
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Coptrz have done an amazing job of putting everything online, it really works. It was so 
easy to learn, the webinars really helped me as I would learn the modules and then 
watch the webinars. So, they solidified everything for me.

Doing the theory test was really smooth – even on Zoom! I felt really confident going 
into it and I knew everything that I needed to know in order to pass. Not being able to 
go to a flight school the first time you fly is weird but I was lucky to do it with Roy so that 
was helpful! It was a bit nerve wracking but it’s something you have to do.

Anabelle Randall, 
Arcadis, Newmarket
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Specific Category

The CAA outlined a basic description of a Specific Category operation as a UAS operation that 
‘cannot be done within the Open category, but is not complicated enough for the certified category’.

To operate in the Specific Category, you will need an operational authorisation issued by the CAA. To 
obtain this, you need to first complete the following:

• Completion of the CAA’s ‘Drone and Model Aircraft’ online training course for basic remote pilot 
competency;

• Successful completion of the CAA’s online competency test and be in possession of the ‘Flyer ID’ 
number associated with that test

• Complete the GVC training course and pass a theory exam
• Complete your operations manual
• Complete and pass a flight assessmen

Specific Category operations present a greater risk with 
one or more elements of the operation falling outside the 
boundaries of the Open category. You will require Operational 
Authorisation from the CAA based on a risk assessment.

It is similar to the old process required to obtain a PfCO.
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Certified Category

Certified Category operations present the same level of risk to manned aviation and will be subjected 
to the same regulatory regime (i.e. certification of the aircraft, certification of the operator, licensing 
of the pilot.

• Transport of people

• Transport of dangerous goods

• Large UAS operating over assemblies of people

The Certified Category is for operations that are considered to 
be high risk/complex, this includes operations with larger UAS 
that have a mass above 25kg.

Examples of operations that would fall into this category are:
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Richard.
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All done today with the exam, I was not excited about this for two major reasons, first 
a total Zoom novice but my examiner was very patient and was there to assist (Thank 
you), second I would much rather the face to face meetings as you can learn so much 
more being in a classroom, due to this strange 2020 year I am actually delighted that we 
all indeed had the chance to get the exams done online during this time. I would like to 
take this opportunity to thank all who are involved with the training it was a fantastic 
experience. Looking forward to meeting a few more people during the flight portion. 
Well, you all stay safe and well, and Thank you.”



FAQ’s

I have already got a PfCO, where do 
I go from here? Can I still operate with my PfCO?

What is the process of obtaining a GVC? What is the 1:1 rule?

When you next renew your PfCO, it will turn into 
an Operational Authorisation. You can continue 
to renew your PfCO like normal up until 1st 
January 2024. After this date you will need to 
hold a GVC qualification.

Yes, if it is valid. Your PfCO will be continue to 
be valid for its duration until it expires. You can 
continue to renew it as you have previously up 
until the 1st January 2024 and when renewed it 
will change its name to become an Operational 
Authorisation (PDRA-01).

The CAA’s 1:1 rule means, if for example, 
you’re flying 10 metres above the surface, you 
should also fly 10 metres horizontally from any 
obstacles. It is important to note the 1:1 rule is a 
rule of thumb and considered best practise, not 
legislation.

There are three steps to obtaining your GVC 
qualification:

Step 1) Theoretical – Begin with your online or 
classroom training course and finish with a 40 
question multiple choice exam. This exam is 
available remotely for distance learners. 

Step 2) Practical – Take your flight assessment 
at one of our 5 venues across the UK

Step 3) Operations Manual – We offer remote 
support to ensure your operations manual is fit 
for submission to the CAA

If my drone falls into the A1 subcategory of the open category, can I fly as close
as I want to involved people or should the 1-2-1 rule be observed?

There are two operating limitations within the A1 Subcategory:

• You can fly over uninvolved persons but not over crowds (1:1 rule applies to crowds) (<250g aircraft)
• No intentional overflight of uninvolved persons (1:1 rule applies to uninvolved persons) (<500g aircraft)

The extent of which operating limitations apply to you, depend on the weight of the aircraft primarily, or 
what class it falls into. If you’re unsure which limitations apply to you and your drone, contact one of our 
experts for a chat.
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STILL UNSURE?
Don’t worry we’ve got all your questions covered. Check out our YouTube 
video ‘Done Regs for Dummies’ with experts Jamie Cording and Duncan 

Hewitson. In this video, the team explain everything you need to know 
about the regulations and answer questions from a live audience.

WATCH NOW
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TRAINING COURSES
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GVC (General VLOS Certificate) 
Classroom course
From £999 +VAT
If you’re wanting to get your GVC qualification fast our 3-day classroom course could be the perfect option 
for you. Our classroom environment promotes collaborative learning and networking, keeps students 
stimulated while learning and we also offer discounts on accommodation and parking for those
travelling to study with us.
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Begin with an introduction to your fellow students and your expert trainers. You’ll cover most of the theory 
learning today and enjoy lunch and refreshments as part of the course. 

Today you get to bring out your drone and show our trainers you know how to fly. Your practical flight test will 
take roughly 1.5 hours.  

This morning, you’ll complete the remaining theory material before enjoying lunch with the class, then sitting 
the final exam in the afternoon. We have a 92% first time rate, but if you don’t pass the exam the first time, 
you will have another opportunity to sit the exam. 

• Airlaw and responsibilities 
• UAS Airspace operating principles 
• Airmanship & aviation safety 
• Human Performance limitations 
• Meteorology
• Navigation and charts 
• UAS General Knowledge 
• Operator Responsibilities 
• Operating Procedures

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Payment Options

GVC (no Ofqual 4): £999 +VAT
GVC + Ofqual 4: £1099 +VAT

•  We have more than 10 classroom locations across 
the UK. That means you won’t be travelling long 
distances to complete your course.

• The classroom environment is a great asset for 
students who need more one on one guidance or 
more direct instruction.

•  Complete the course in just 3 days so you can get 
qualified and flying faster.

Classroom dates and locations are updated 
regularly on our website.

Course format

Benefits What You’ll Cover:

 *prices subject to change FIND OUT MORE

https://coptrzacademy.com/drone-training-courses/gvc-drone-training-classroom-course/ 
https://coptrzacademy.com/drone-training-courses/gvc-drone-training-classroom-course/ 
https://coptrzacademy.com/drone-training-courses/gvc-drone-training-classroom-course/ 


Online GVC (General VLOS Certificate)
from £499 +VAT
If you want to fly drones up to 25kg in built-up areas safely and legally with Operational Authorisation 
from the CAA, then the GVC is the perfect starting point for you. Coptrz Academy is the first and only 
training provider in the world to offer OFQUAL Level 4 accredited GVC courses.
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• GVC General “Visual Line of Sight” Certificate 
online course – worth £499

• OFQUAL Level 4 Certificate – worth £150
•    How to start a successful drone business 

eLearning   course – worth £99
• A2 CofC “Certificate of Competency” online course 

(exam included) – worth £47 

• Airlaw and responsibilities 
• UAS Airspace operating principles 
• Airmanship & aviation safety 
• Human Performance limitations 
• Meteorology
• Navigation and charts 
• UAS General Knowledge 
• Operator Responsibilities 
• Operating Procedures

• Live GVC accelerator masterclass - worth £99
• Certificate on completion
• 12-months free membership to Coptrz Training 

Academy for ongoing learning online
• Ongoing support from our industry experts and 

technical support team
• Access to Coptrz Pilots Facebook Group

What’s Included?

What You’ll Cover: Payment Options

GVC (no Ofqual 4): £499 +VAT
GVC + Ofqual 4: £599 +VAT
GVC Accelerator Package: £698 +VAT
PfCO to GVC conversion: £99 +VAT

• GVC General “Visual Line of Sight” Certificate 
online course

• GVC General “Visual Line of Sight” Certificate 
online course – worth £499

• OFQUAL Level 4 Certificate – worth £150

GVC Accelerator Package:

GVC + OFQUAL 4 GVC (No OFQUAL 4)

 *prices subject to change

ENROL NOW
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https://coptrzacademy.com/drone-training-courses/gvc-drone-training-online-course/
https://coptrzacademy.com/drone-training-courses/gvc-drone-training-online-course/
https://coptrzacademy.com/drone-training-courses/gvc-drone-training-online-course/
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A2 CofC (Certificate of 
Competency)

FREE



The A2 Certificate of Competency or A2 CofC as it’s more commonly known as is the training course and 
qualification needed to operate in the A2 Subcategory of the OPEN Category under the new UAS regulations.

You can start doing your A2 CofC with Coptrz Academy today for free.

Payment Options:

Online Course

Online Exam

Classroom Course POA

Classroom course at your 
facility (5+ operators)

POA

• A2 CofC Drone Training Course online with live 
trainer workshops or in the classroom

• Certificate on completion
• 30 Days free membership to Coptrz Training 

Academy for ongoing learning online
• Ongoing support from our industry experts and 

technical support team
• Access to Coptrz Pilots Facebook Group

FREE

£47 +VAT
• Airlaw and responsibilities 
• Meteorology
• UAS Flight Performance
• UAS Operating Principle

• Engaging course delivered online so you can 
learn at your own pace

• The course provides a basic understanding of 
drone operating principles

• Free access to our continual learning platform 
to enrich your knowledge and technical 
understanding so you can get the best out of 
drone technology

• No application to the CAA required for approval

What You’ll Cover:

What’s Included: Benefits:

ENROL NOW
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https://coptrzacademy.com/drone-training-courses/a2-cofc-online-drone-training-course/
https://coptrzacademy.com/drone-training-courses/a2-cofc-online-drone-training-course/
https://coptrzacademy.com/drone-training-courses/a2-cofc-online-drone-training-course/


Why choose Coptrz?
Team of industry specialists
Our team of UAV Strategists across Surveying, Inspection, Public Safety and 
Construction will ensure that you get the right drone solution for your business. No other 
commercial drone provider in the UK can offer this bank of knowledge and expertise 
when it comes to supporting you to adopt drone technology into your operations.

World Class Suppliers
We understand that your operations could require different types of drones for different 
jobs, so we work with DJI, Parrot, Flyability, Wingtra, Phase One, LiDAR USA, Flir, PiX4D 
and AceCore. 

All In One Place
You can access everything you need including hardware, software, training and technical 
support. We call it the “Coptrz 360 Drone Solution” because we take care of everything 
for you.

Exclusive Drones & Payloads
The only palce in the UK that can offer the confined space inspection drone Flyability 
Elios 2 and enterprise-level Thermal Cameras by FLIR. It all gos back to ensuring that 
you get the solution that’s right for you, not us.

OFQUAL Accredited training courses
Coptrz Academy is an educational institution in the drone industry, it’s only right that we 
go above and beyond with our courses. At the end of the day, we want to make sure you 
leave here with qualifications that organisations outside of the drone industry know and 
understand. 

Expert Training
We run the UK’s Leading Drone Training Academy. You’ll access expert CAA Training 
to get your GVC and A2 CofC as well as our OFQUAL 4, OFQUAL 5, Thermography, 
BVLOS, 3D Mapping training courses and industry specific courses. We also run closed 
classroom courses for organisations that need us to deliver our training to large groups 
of people.
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      Impartial Drone Solutions
Now’s the time to embrace disruptive innovation 
or get left behind. But how do you select the right 
drone solution for your task and how can you extract 
maximum lifetime value from your investment? It’s 
not quite as easy buying a drone online and getting 
flying. We specify only the best ‘impartial 360o drone 
solutions’ to increase productivity, improve safety 
whilst slashing your costs.

      Lifelong Partners
With Coptrz you’ll get a lifelong partner who’s totally 
impartial to help you keep pace with technology 
evolution globally so you can maximise the 
transformational benefits a Coptrz drone strategy 
will deliver -you won’t get this type of end-to-end 
impartial solution anywhere else.

      Unrivalled Customer List
Our unique proposition makes us the resounding 
market leader and it’s why we’re trusted to deliver 
‘impartial 360o drone solutions’ to over 1000 
customers including major organisations like: 
BMW; Bombardier; Costain; EDF; MoD; Pfizer; 30+ 
Universities; 40+ Police Forces & Fire Service.

      Revolutionise Your Organisation Now
Whether you’re a customer, potential team member, 
partner, investor or supplier wanting to join us on 
our Mission to Revolutionise Organisations Using 
Drones, we hope you love our story and fancy blazing 
a trail with us.

      Global Innovators
Our founders are globally renowned for their 
disruptive innovation for over 20 years, generating 
revenues of over £140million in around100 
countries. We’ve done the hard work globally to 
assess,select and offer you ONLY THE BEST drone 
solutions from 21 pioneering drone technology 
partners -more than any other company in the world! 
We pride ourselves on being totally vendor agnostic.

      Expert Impartial 360o Solutions
With unique dedicated sector experts, we consult 
deeply with you to understand your needs then 
develop a truly transformational ‘impartial 360o 

drone solution’ covering all aspects of planning, 
flying, & data acquisition/analysis. You’ll also 
benefit from our uniquely certified OFQUAL 4 & 5 
qualifications –Coptrz have trained & certified more 
drone pilots than anyone else.
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Call: 0330 111 7177 Email: info@coptrz.com


